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Ronin No Ohaka tells the story of abandoned Samurai
(known as Rōnin) returning from the grave to fight and
accumulate wealth for those who commit to Bushido.

 
  Ronin No Ohaka is a unique one-of-a-kind ecosystem. All

contracts are built in-house by our team of Samurai
developers and are never copies or forks.

 
Ronin No Ohaka strives to promote a new way to build

wealth through passive income never seen before in DeFi
whilst completely eliminating trading taxes. 

 
Ronin No Ohaka uses a unique way to build funds for 

 Staking, Marketing and Development that takes nothing
away from it’s investors.

 

INTRODUCTION
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Ronin No Ohaka is a community-driven project. The token
pair ‘Ronin No Ohaka/Ether’ trades as the ticker KATANA-
ETH on the Uniswap exchange on the Ethereum blockchain.
KATANA is the token of the Ronin No Ohaka ecosystem. 

 
Our ecosystem is driven by a desire to provide passive
income to investors. Staking will be a core utility in the
project and will provide rewards in ETH and KATANA.

 
Other projects use trading taxes to provide liquidity for
staking protocols. We don’t approve of this approach

because it is taking from the investors it aims to reward.
 

Ronin No Ohaka has designed a tokenomics structure which
provides funds for Staking, Marketing and Development with

0% buy/sell/transfer taxes to KATANA investors. 
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ECOSYSTEM
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KATANA DISTRIBUTION

Total Max. Supply    1,000,000,000
Circulating Supply    1,000,000,000

Private Sale                250,000,000 
Uniswap DEX LP max.    250,000,000  
 Locked Token Supply     500,000,000 

 

TOKENOMICS
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ZERO TAX TOKENOMICS
0% Buy Fees 
0% Sell Fees 
0% Transfer Fees 

1% of the value of each buy/sell is collected from the
Locked Token Supply. 
The collected tokens are sold for ETH (ERC-20) and
deposited equally to Staking, Marketing and
Development. Each receives 0.33% share of the raised
funds. 
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Volume based rewards (Generated from Zero Tax
Tokenomics) paid in ETH 
Staking Fee 5% - Paid in KATANA to all stakers.
Unstaking Fee 5% - Paid in ETH to all stakers.
Re-staking earned rewards 5% - Paid in ETH to all
stakers.

CHOKIN BAKO
This is the pinnacle of the Ronin No Ohaka ecosystem.
Chokin Bako will provide passive income for Rōnin  who
commit their KATANA to the Chokin Bako Staking
Protocol.

Stakers will earn rewards in ETH (ERC-20) and in
KATANA. Rewards will be generated passively through
various functions including :

There are no fees for collecting ETH / KATANA rewards.
*All transactions are subject to Ethereum network fees.

STAKING
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CHOKIN BAKO - STAKING PROTOCOL
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INTERACTIVE STAKING CALCULATOR 
Calculate predicted staking rewards based on the amount
of KATANA held and total daily trading volume.
Available to use now at  RoninNoOhaka.com
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ADDITIONAL INFO
PROJECT WALLETS

MARKETING - 0x9E5D325bB834B0E45aC1213E935d4c23cB981f39
STAKING -  0xc3EDbD32536170ECD5b2A0BC19588ec415ACcAa2
DEVELOPMENT - 0xe60f713303B3714Db4090De6D006305B94C66F78

CONTRACT

KATANA - 0x493c0012f35f0d0d205432228dbae355c82b79d9

EXCHANGE

UNISWAP DEX - https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?
inputCurrency=0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2&
outputCurrency=0x493c0012f35f0d0d205432228dbae355c82b79d
9
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